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Abstract
This master thesis tries to improve the results produced by the
Personal Academic Learner Model-ing (PALM) system. PALM
downloads scientific publications from academic networks and
then uses a combination of term extraction services and a weighing algorithm to infer the interests of the author. The main goal
is to provide better structured user interests that can conform to
the roles of lifelong learner modeling and to expand the array of
features the system offers.
To facilitate this we chose two new term extractors, implemented
two new weighing algorithms and introduced additional weighing factors. We also extended the evolution model to present
more detailed information about the interests of the author. Categorization of the interests is also introduced to provide means
for their organization and grouping. Grouping authors based on
the categories in which they have common interests is used to
represent their research relations and facilitate the growth of the
author’s circle of peers. The system can now find authors with
similar interests to stimulate the lifelong learner to seek other researchers to cooperate with.
To determine how successful we are with our solution we conducted an extensive evaluation of the system and its features. The
first method was user study, where we conducted personal interviews and asked the users to fill out questionnaires, while the
second was offline via empirical analysis.
Our findings indicate that the new approach manages to produce
far better results than the original one and the new features manage to greatly enhance the academic learner model.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
In this day and age, the amount of information is overwhelming. Before the emergence of the Internet people relied on books
and printed media, which were limited to libraries and bookstores. This restriction did not allow humankind a timely access
to the most current and cutting edge information. The Internet
changed all that. Nowadays, there are close to 3 billion users online, compared to 360 million almost 15 years ago, according to
data from Internet Worlds Stats1 . These users constantly generate enormous amounts of new content. Finding the right information in this enormous pool of data is becoming ever more difficult. That is why we need ways to filter through the content in
order to get the results we need. Search engines like Google2 and
Yahoo3 were developed for that purpose. They use data mining
techniques, machine learning and statistical analysis to provide
us with the information we are looking for.
Having so many and diverse sources of information makes acquiring knowledge and experience no longer confined to the
classroom. This gives humankind the freedom to expand his
horizons and learn new things without the constraints of time
and space. The process of acquiring knowledge, experience, expertise and other traits that define us starts when we are born and
lasts throughout our lifetime is called lifelong learning. Modeling the lifelong learner requires the collection of personal information about the person. The emergence of social networks has
allowed people from all over the world to share facts about their
lives such as interests, likes and dislikes, work experience, goals,
etc. The information can be used for the generation of the lifelong
learner model, and therefore, determining the level of learner
knowledge. This data can be used to provide custom services
1 http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm
2 http://www.google.com
3 http://www.yahoo.com
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or product recommendations to the users, e.g. learning materials
on the topics of learner interests.
Therefore, modeling the lifelong learner requires a system that
can acquire user data from various sources and visualize it in a
clear way. Sharing, reuse, intergradation of the model and reflection on the status of the model are the main aspects of this process
as defined by Kay et al.[19]. The need for a system that can aggregate user information and then offer means for the mentioned
aspects is a main focus of research.

1.1. Motivation
Lifelong learner modeling systems are designed to support people in achieving short term and long term goals. To achieve
this the system has to be able to aggregate personal information from many diverse sources. The consolidation of the information spread across different platforms and devices allows
the generated learner model to be the most comprehensive. Having a detailed learner model provides the necessary information
for reflection and planning. This poses challenges to the lifelong
learner modeling since it is necessary to identify the sources from
which to collect learner data. Another challenge lifelong learner
modeling faces is presenting the most relevant information in the
user model. This is a very difficult task, because the information
is not always directly discernable and may be "hidden" in digital
documents or activity logs. Therefore, it is necessary to implement means to extract the information pertaining to the learner
model from all the aggregated learner data and consequently providing the learner with a clear model for self-awareness.
Now we would like to shift the focus from the comprehensive
learner model to a specialized one. That is modeling learners in
the academic sphere. Finding sources from which we can collect
author’s publications is a difficult task. Publication information is
spread among many academic networks such as Google Scholar4
and Microsoft Academic Search5 . None of these academic networks have the same roster of authors or all of their publications,
because different sources are used to aggregate information for
each academic network’s collection. Therefore, a need arises to
somehow consolidate the author information from the various
sources and create a comprehensive profile of the author’s works.

4 http://scholar.google.com/
5 http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
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1.2. Objectives
By employing text mining and analysis techniques we can extract
author interests from the collected publications. The challenge is
to find the most suitable analyzers that can extract the most precise and relevant information from the scientific papers. Ranking
the interests can measure their importance and relevance to the
author. Therefore, it is necessary to devise the most appropriate interest weighing algorithm that takes into account various
factors, e.g. number of publications in which the interest occurs,
the years in which the author published papers in this field. The
visualization of these interests can then motivate a person to expand their knowledge and peruse more areas of expertise. These
interests can then be used by a recommendation system to either
provide specialized literature or authors with similar research areas.
Additional system tools can provide means for deeper reflection
on the state of the personal profile, e.g. relations between coauthors, graph of the evolution of the publications’ citations.

1.2. Objectives
There is an existing academic learner modeling system deployed
at RWTH Aachen, called PALM (Personal Academic Learner
Model), developed by Darko Dugosija [10] as part of his Diploma
Thesis. PALM downloads scientific publications from academic
networks and then uses a combination of term extraction services
and a weighing algorithm to infer the author’s interests. This system is to be discussed in detail in Chapter 2 as it is the foundation
for this work.
Regrettably, the current system does not provide a list of accurately extracted interests. The reasons for this are to be identified
and fixed. If the problem is in the algorithm, it has to be fixed
or new algorithm(s) have to be implemented that produce better
results. The main objective of this master thesis is to improve the
term extraction process in order to present more accurate interests. This is necessary to provide the most relevant information
to the author, which can be used for self-refection and planing of
goals.
At present the system does not provide a detailed evolution of
the author’s interests. The current evolution view provides only
unique interests, without even showing the year in which the author had published in those fields. The second objective of the
thesis is to provide more detail to the evolution model in order

3
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to facilitate the reflection on part of the author as well as raising
his/her awareness about the fields in which he/she conducts research.
A new feature the system has to offer is the categorization of interests. The interests need to be linked to respective categories
for better structure of the results. This can allow the users a more
generalized representation of the interests and consequently facilitate self-reflection.
The time it takes to download each author’s publications and
generate his/her list of interests is considerable. The reasons for
that are to be identified and changes have to be made to speed up
the process. Optimizing the process can save time in the generation of the user model, since all work is done in real time.
One of the main user modeling roles is sharing and reuse of the
profile. This allows users to compare their profile with other
peers and raise their awareness about the state of their knowledge and provoke self-assessment and reflection. The implemented API does not allow for all author information to be exported. The aim is to determine what information from the user
profile (publications, interests, etc.) is needed by external systems, e.g. recommender systems, and implement the necessary
schema.
Finding relations between an author and his co-authors is another
new feature that needs to be implemented. The relations are to be
based on interests, between the author and his co-authors. This
is an important aspect of the learner modeling process, since it
provides means for reflection on the common and different areas
the authors have interests in.

1.3. Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides
a review of related work in the fields of learner modeling, term
extraction and analysis as well as an overview of PALM and listing its shortcomings. Chapter 3 outlines the conceptual approach
and theory basics. Chapter 4 describes the technologies used
and the implementation process. Review and analysis of the results, obtained during the evaluation of the system is provided in
Chapter 5. Chapter 6 provides conclusion and possible directions
for future work.
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Chapter 2 Related Work
In this chapter we provide some basic theoretical background,
necessary to understand the decisions made in the PALM development process. We start with background in lifelong learner
modeling and how PALM fits in the picture. Then, we continue
with a short introduction on term extraction and text classification and their application in the PALM development process. A
comparison of PALM with similar systems provides a clear picture of its state. The system developed by Darko Dugosija is presented with an overview of the user profile generation process.
After that we provide an analysis of the state of the system and
what parts need maintenance or improvement. The chapter concludes with formalizing the new set of requirements, based on
the works presented in this chapter.

2.1. Lifelong learner modeling
Lifelong learner modeling is a process that involves all aspects
of our lives and encompasses the knowledge, beliefs, misconceptions, experiences, goals and skills that we posses. It is a continuous process that starts from the moment we are born and lasts
throughout our entire lives. We are constantly evolving in terms
of acquiring new knowledge, pursuing new goals, improving our
skills. Collecting, analyzing and visualizing that information is
an integral part of lifelong learner modeling. Kay et al. [19] identify many sources through which this can be achieved, such as
sensors, manual user input, online data aggregations, etc. Creating a comprehensive and up-to-date user model is essential for
modeling the lifelong learner. Therefore, a system that can collect,
manage and render the user model is necessary. Such a system
can provide means for reflection and help the user in the planning of his/her long term goals. This is done by helping the user
monitor his/her progress. The system also provides means for
collecting information from heterogeneous sources and supports
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the constant growth of the learner model. A very important aspect of the learner modeling process is the sharing of the user profile with others to stimulate competitiveness and provoke them
to improve themselves. A learner modeling system allows interpretation of the learner information by evaluating the level of
knowledge or skill. The last, but not least important role of such a
system is the ability to allow the model to be reused by other applications and services. This way recommendations can be made
for learning resources and materials that can facilitate the personal growth of the learner.
The presented learner modeling system requirements can be applied in the context of academic learner modeling. Collecting scientific publications and extracting user interests involves the use
of text mining and classification techniques. In the subsequent
sections we provide an overview of current learner modeling systems, text mining and classification methods, and their metrics.
We start with the specifics of the term extraction process and its
implications in the field of Information Retrieval(IR).

2.2. Information retrieval
The field of Information Retrieval was born out of the need for
managing the information overload problem. It provides means
for finding what we are looking for out of the enormous amounts
of information available. Various techniques and algorithms have
been introduced over the years and are now adopted by search
engines to facilitate quick, efficient and accurate results, based on
user specified queries.
IR is characterized by three model types: boolean, algebraic(vector) and probabilistic as described by Yates et al. in
Modern Information Retrieval [3].

Boolean Model
The boolean model involves the use of boolean operators (AND,
OR, NOT) to refine the search criteria. The results produced
by this model are not as accurate as the ones generated by the
other two, since the boolean model does not provide a ranking
scheme. The result ranking performed by the algebraic and probabilistic models is done by computing weights for the retrieved
data, based on different criteria. The boolean model uses binary
method for filtering documents, which can be classified either as
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2.2. Information retrieval
relevant or non-relevant. Due to the exact matching scheme it can
produce too many or too few results.

Vector Space Model
The vector space model was invented by Gerard Salton [33]
to overcome the limitations of the boolean model. The model
uses vectors to represent the query and the documents on which
matching is to be performed. Each vector is embedded in its own
dimension in Euclidean space. A similarity is computed on the
two vectors by measuring the cosine of the angle between them.
This produces results containing partial matches and provides
means for ranking the output and therefore increasing the precision.

Probabilistic Model
The probabilistic model, developed by Roberston and Sparck
Jones [29], relies on probability theory to estimate the likelihood
that a user will classify a result from a list (answer set) containing exact matches to the query as relevant or non-relevant. By
repeating this process multiple times it is possible to increase the
precision of the results. The main advantage of the model is that
it provides means for ranking the results based on the probability
score. The different variations of this model diverge in the factors
taken into consideration in the estimation process.

2.2.1. Performance metrics
Measuring the effectiveness of an IR model is done by computing its precision and recall values. Precision is the ratio of relevant
documents to all documents. Recall is the probability that a relevant document is selected out of all relevant documents. A good
IR system should have a high precision and high recall rates to
ensure the most optimal results. Making changes in either one of
those measures affects the other. Singhal [36] explains that both
precision and recall are set oriented measures. As such they are
not influenced by ranked retrieval. Both Singhal [36] and Yates
[3] explain that researchers usually experiment with many variants of precision and recall to evaluate ranked retrieval. Finding a

7
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balance between the two performance metrics is determined by
the type of the system and its applications.

2.2.2. Information retrieval challenges
The main challenges in IR retrieval arise from the complexity of
natural human language. Because of this it faces ambiguity problems [1], [17]. This concept means that words or expressions can
have multiple meanings. Resolving this issue involves complex
semantic analysis to determine correct meaning of the extracted
term. Gauch et al. [39] propose word sense disambiguation techniques, in order to improve the precision metric.
Another issue of the IR process is word collocation. It is characterized by two or more words having a specific meaning only if
they are considered as a whole. Identifying such collocations in
documents is achieved by performing syntactic analysis [1].
Text representation is the last challenge we discuss in this section. It addresses the question of what information is important words or phrases. There is not a unanimous solution to this issue,
since some [7], [24] are focused on the former, while others on the
latter [27], [2].

2.2.3. Term weighing
An integral part of the term extraction process is ranking of the
extracted terms based on their relevance to improve the accuracy
of the results. Both vector space models [30] and probabilistic
models [32] employ such schemes. The most common method for
weighing is called term frequency inverse document frequency
(tf-idf). It is characterized by three factors:

• Term frequency: denotes the frequently with which a term
occurs in a document. The longer the document, the higher
the possibility of our search term to be present.
• Inverse document frequency: denotes the importance of
the term in the document collection. Frequently appearing
words, such as prepositions, do not carry an importance to
the list of extracted terms.
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• Document length: the document length impacts the results.
Longer documents provide more terms than shorter ones.
Therefore, a normalization is necessary.
The term frequency can be formally defined as [3]:
fi , j =

f reqi,j
maxi f reqi,j

where f i,j is the normalized frequency of a term k i with a raw
frequency f reqi,j in the text of a document d j .
The inverse document frequency for a term k i is:
id f i = log

N
ni

where N is the total number of documents in the system and ni is
the number of documents in which the index term k i appears.
Then the term frequency inverse document frequency (tf-idf) is
denoted as:
wi , j = f i , j × id f i , j =

f reqi,j
N
× log
maxi f reqi,j
ni

Salton and Buckley [33] suggest optimization to the algorithm:
wi , j = (0.5 +

0.5 f reqi,j
N
) × log
maxi f reqi,j
ni

where f reqi,q is the raw frequency of the term k i in the text of the
information request q.
This term weighing model has undergone various modifications,
each one introducing additional factors to improve accuracy.

2.2.4. Term extraction systems
To meet the demands for IR many term extraction systems have
been developed. In this section we present some IR systems.
They follow certain steps in order to extract relevant keywords
or phrases from a set of documents:
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• indexing: representation of a collection of documents in the
form of terms to facilitate fast searching.
• cleaning: removal of frequently used words, e.g. prepositions, which do not impact the results.
• stemming: returning a word to its base form. This is done
to improve the search.
Once the IR system has reached the last step the process continues
with lexical or statistical analysis on the data.

KEA
Kea [15] is an algorithm for automatic term extraction from documents. It employs Bayesian supervised learning techniques to
build a model out of training data, then applies the model to unseen documents for phrase extraction. It uses feature calculation.
Two features are calculated for each candidate phrase and used
in training and extraction. They are TF×IDF and first occurrence.
First occurrence represents the distance into the document of the
phrase’s first appearance. Evaluations [30] of KEAs performance
show that its extraction results are state-of-the-art. The main disadvantage of KEA is that it requires the creation of a model based
on author-specified keywords each time keyphrase extraction is
performed on new documents.

Yahoo Content Analysis
Yahoo Content Analysis1 is a term extraction service provided by
Yahoo. It can detect entities/concepts, categories, and relationships within unstructured content. It can also rank the detected
entities/concepts based on their overall relevance, resolves them
into Wikipedia pages and annotates tags with relevant meta-data.
The results it produces on a submitted text show high precision
and very low recall. Yahoo Content Analysis offers both web and
API access to its service. The API requests are made via POST
requests.

1 https://developer.yahoo.com/contentanalysis/
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2.3. Text categorization
Topia Term Extractor
Topia2 Term Extractor is an open source term extraction software
implemented in python. It is developed by Stephan Richter, Russ
Ferriday and the Zope Community. Topia uses Part-of-speech
tagging and statistical analysis for term extraction. Even though
it works out of the box and is simple to use without any additional customization, it is not very sophisticated in its term ranking approach. Weights are computed based on the number of
words that comprise the term. The term extraction algorithm is
not up to par with other term extraction services like Yahoo Content Analysis. Sometimes it produces meaningless terms, which
makes it an inadequate term extraction service.

FiveFilters
FiveFilters3 is a free web service for term extraction. It is based on
Topia, but is more sophisticated. The results it produces are better structured and more meaningful. The API calls are made via
POST requests and the responses are in JSON, XML, TXT, PHP or
HTML.

2.3. Text categorization
Another issue caused by the information overload problem is
management and categorization of information. This has lead
to the emergence of the text classification algorithms to provide
means for labeling natural language documents with predefined
categories. Text classification [35], [4] is performed either by
knowledge engineering or machine learning techniques.
Knowledge engineering uses a set of manually specified rules,
defined by domain experts, to classify documents into specific
categories. This method is considered labor intensive, since each
set of rules have to be manually created/updated by an expert
in that field. For these reasons it is abandoned in favor of the
machine learning(ML) approach.

2 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract/1.1.0
3 http://fivefilters.org/
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ML is used to automatically build a classifier by learning from
a set of predefined documents, which specify the characteristics
of the categories. This approach produces results comparable to
those defined by domain experts. Another advantage is that it
does not need a human involvement for the construction of the
classifier or for changing the set of categories. Depending on the
learning approach ML algorithms can be classified in three categories:

• supervised: relies on learning a function from a training
set provided as input. The training data is composed of
document-class pairs indicating proper classes for given
documents. This training data is then used to learn a classification function.
• unsupervised: no predefined categories are provided.
• and semi-supervised: represents a combination of a small
set of labeled data with a larger set of unlabeled data.
Representatives of the supervised approach include decision
trees, nearest neighbors and support vector machines. The unsupervised approach is generally represented by clustering and
Naive text classification.
Dalal and Zaveri [25] provide a generic model for text classification:

• document pre-processing: reducing the size of the input
documents by employing techniques such as stop word removal, and stemming.
• feature extraction/selection: applying TF-IDF, latent semantic indexing, multi-word to identify important terms.
• model selection: selection of a supervised or unsupervised
model for classification.
• training and testing the classifier: determine the classification accuracy of the trained classifier.
Evaluation is done to measure the effectiveness of a classifier,
usually via a contingency table. The main evaluation metrics are
precision and recall.
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2.3. Text categorization
Precision and recall in the field of text categorization are variations
of their IR counterparts. In the context of document classification
precision is the probability that a random document is classified
correctly under a specific category. Recall is the probability that
all documents belonging to a given category are correctly classified. Precision is used for measuring the exactness of a classifier. A higher precision means that only few documents are falsely
classified, while low precision signifies that a large number of documents are falsely categorized. Recall measures the completeness
of the classifier. The higher the Recall, the lower the precision gets,
because sample space increases. Finding the right threshold between the two metrics is necessary to get the most optimal results.

2.3.1. Text categorization challenges
In Automatic Text Classification: A Technical Review Dalal et al. [25]
describe the four main challenges automatic document classification is facing:

• Classifying unstructured text: scientific literature uses strict
conventions for its documents representations. However,
not all content follows such guidelines. Blogs, message
boards, text messages, e-mails represent unstructured data.
• Handling large number of attributes: this challenge focuses
on feature selection using statistical and semantic preprocessing techniques. Too many features can hinder the text
classification process.
• Retrieving metadata useful for classification: web content
can have "meta"-tags or user provided keywords to describe it. Extracting the correct metadata is a focus of research to support the text classification process [8].
• Modeling: selecting the appropriate machine learning
model for classification.
Dalal et al. [25] also provide methodology for overcoming these
challenges.

13
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2.3.2. Semantic web
The presented text categorization approaches do not take into account the semantic context of the documents. Using the semantic
relations between extracted keywords one can improve the classification process. This is achieved through use of otologies. Ontologies represent a formal specification of shared concepts for a
specific domain. This specification "includes an explicit description of the assumptions regarding both the domain structure and
the terms used to describe the domain." [37] To define an ontology one needs a specific terminology such as a vocabulary, which
provides a description of the domain knowledge. The terminology meaning is associated with the concepts. The purpose for
building ontologies is to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse.
Ontologies can be divided in two categories: general and domain
specific.
General ontologies represent conceptualization of generic topics
and their domain is the world knowledge. Representatives of
the general ontologies are the General Upper Model [11] and the
Upper CYC Ontology [22].
Domain ontlogies represent concepts in specific domain, e.g.
Mathematics, Chemistry, etc. These ontologies are not defined
by a specific taxonomy.
There is no standard approach for building ontologies and different researchers adopt different methodologies. The most popular
ones are proposed by Gruninger [12] and Uschold [40]. In the context of Sematic Web ontologes are built using a Resource Description Framework(RDF) and the Web Ontology Language(OWL).
One of the main issues when it comes to building ontologies is
that they have to be built manually by an expert in a specific domain. That is why usually researchers use tools, e.g. dictionaries,
that can automate the process and construct the ontology. Such
approaches are descried by Henderson [14] who used Open Directory Project4 to build an automatic ontology, Staab et al. [23]
who adopted WordNet5 and Klein [21], who used Wikipedia6 .
Building an ontology for one domain is a feasible task, however,
building an ontology for multiple domains brings a lot of challenges. Salem [34] describes these challenges. The first challenge
4 http://wwww.domz.com/
5 http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
6 http://www.wikipedia.org/
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is to deal with the discrepancies when one concept appears in
multiple domains, but has different meaning in each of them. The
second challenge involves finding the right approach to properly
measure the relevance of a concept to a specific domain.

2.4. PALM (Personal Academic Learner
Model)
PALM7 (Personal Academic Learner Model) has been developed
as diploma thesis by Darko Dugosija[10]. The system collects
publications from academic networks and then uses term extraction services, together with a custom weighing algorithm to produce a list of academic interests. In this section we present the
state of that system and list the components that need maintenance or changes.

2.4.1. Technologies
Darko Dugosija has developed PALM using CakePHP, MySQL
and jQuery.

CakePHP
CakePHP8 is an open source PHP framework. It follows the
Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture and is distributed
under MIT license. Dugosija lists "ease of use, stability, security
and MVC" [10] as the main reasons for choosing this framework
for the implementation of PALM.

MySQL
MySQL is one of the most widely used open-source relational
database management systems. It is easy to use, fast, secure and
inexpensive. MySQL relies on tables to store the data.

7 http://subprogra.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/~ddugosija/

llmian/
8 http://cakephp.org/
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Figure 2.1.: PALM architecture by Dugosija. [10]

jQuery
jQuery is a fast, cross-browser JavScript library. jQuery makes
it easier to traverse documents, create animations, handle events
and develop Ajax applications.
The database consists of 7 tables. Table Authors contains the author id in the database, author name, the Google Scholar id of the
author (if it exists), when the author was added to the database
and when the fields have been modified. AuthorsPublications
contain the ids of the author and his/her publications. Publications table contains publication’s id, title, abstract, keywords,
tags, year, number of citations, DOI, when it was added to the
database and when it was modified. The academic networks and
their ids are stored in the Sources table. The analyzers and their
ids are stored in the Analysers table. The Interests table contains
all the raw data from the analyzers: interest id, the id of the author to whom it belongs, the id of the analyzer who extracted it,
the term score provided by the analyzer, when it was stored in
the database and when it was modified. The weighed terms are
stored in the table Results, which includes the following columns:
interest id, author id, result (interest), (interest) score, when the
interest was added to the database and when it was modified.
Figure 2.1 shows PALM’s architecture as designed by Dugosija:
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2.4.2. PALM architecture
In step 1 the author name is entered in the search box in the
browser an then the publication downloading process is initiated.
Ajax calls are made from the browser to the CakePHP Controller
(step 2) to download the publications from every source (step 3).
The results are then sent from the Controller (step 4) via the view
to the browser (step 5), where they are parsed and the publications from all sources are combined (step 6). Steps 7 to 11 involve
storing the publications in the database. Then the term extraction
process starts in steps 12 and 13 and the publications are sent to
each analyzer (step 14). The extracted terms are combined and
a weighting algorithm is used for their ranking (step 15). The
results are then stored in the database (step 16) and sent to the
browser for viewing (steps 17 and 18).
We continue with a detailed description of each step.

2.4.3. Data retrieval
PALM collects authors’ publications from six academic networks:
Google Scholar9 , Mendeley10 , Microsoft Academic Search11 , CiteSeer12 , dblp13 and Bibsonomy14 . The exact information collected
can be seen in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1.: Overview of aggregated publication information

Google Scholar
Mendeley
MAS
CiteSeer
Dblp
Bibsonomy

Year
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Title
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Abstract
partial
yes
yes
yes
no
no

9 http://scholar.google.com/
10 http://mendeley.com/
11 http://academic.research.microsoft.com/
12 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu
13 http://www.dblp.org
14 http://www.bibsonomy.org/

Authors
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

Keywords
no
yes
yes
no
no
no

Tags
no
no
no
no
no
yes
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Google Scholar Citations

Google Scholar is one of the most widely used academic networks. It provides detailed information for the publications.
Some of the most notable features it offers is the citation index
categories. It offers a total number of citations for each publication. The i10-index represents the number of publications that
have been cited by other academic works at least 10 times.
Google Scholar does not provide an API for accessing its information. The web page with publication infromation is downloaded
and then an HTML parser is used to extract the details from the
page source.

Citeseer
Citeseer is another academic network used for crawling publications. It is a scientific literature digital library and search engine.
Its primary focus is on literature in computer and information
science. The website also provides the following features:

• Autonomous citation indexing
• Automatic metadata extraction
• Citation statistics
• Reference linking
• Author disambiguation
• Citation context
• Awareness and tracking
• Related documents
• Full-text indexing
• Query-sensitive summaries
• Up-to-date
• Powerful search
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• Harvesting of articles
• Metadata of articles
• Personal Content Portal
This website does not provide an API to access its content and
requires a custom HTML parser to extract relevant information.

BibSonomy
Bibsonomy is different from the other academic networks, because it offers bookmark sharing and cataloging of academic literature services. Due to its social nature it allows users to tag the
content.

Mendeley
Mendeley is a free reference manager and academic social network. It is cross-platform application, making it available on
Windows, MacOS and Linux devices. Users are able to store publications with their information and add notes. It provides an API
that generates responses in JSON.

Microsoft academic search
Microsoft Academic Search is a public search engine for academic
papers and literature. It does not require a paid subscription in
order to use its services. Users can browse through academic content, researchers, institutions and activities. They can also view
relationships between authors and content. It offers access to its
API by POST requests and the response can be in JSON.
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Term extraction

Once the information has been downloaded and stored in the
database is needs to be prepared for term extraction. The publication information from the academic networks is combined and
any duplicates are removed. This is done using the built-in PHP
function similar_text. Comparison is performed on the titles,
abstracts, keywords and tags, and if the similarity is greater than
90 then they are considered the same. This entails:

• Prepare an empty array for the combined publications
(containing "title", "authors", "year", "abstract", "keywords",
"tags" and "citations")
• Fill it with the information from the first available source.
• For each existing publication from other sources
and for each existing entry in combined publications array calculate the similarity between the titles:
similar_text($combinedpublication[title],
$someSource[title], $similarity);
• If similarity is greater than 90% (variable $similarity
>90) assume that the publication is the same and only fill
in the missing fields
• Otherwise assume that publications are different and add
the new publication to the combined publication array.
• Repeat until there are no new publications.
The information is then prepared for analysis by the term extraction services. The author has picked Yahoo Content Analysis15 ,
Topia Termextract16 and FiveFilters17 for that task.
Extracting with Yahoo Content Analysis:

• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters,
brackets, slashes, set capital letters to lower case, remove
punctuation, remove stopwords (see Table 2.2 for a list of
all removed words and characters)

15 https://developer.yahoo.com/contentanalysis/
16 http://pypi.python.org/pypi/topia.termextract/
17 http://www.fivefiltes.org
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Table 2.2.: Table of removed symbols and stopwords
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• Prepare the data: for each publication concatenate title, abstract, tags and keywords separately. Repeat until there are
no unprocessed publications.
• Split the data: split the data by year. Each chunk of data
represents all the publications’ information from one year.
• Send the data: for each chunk generate a call via cURL to
http://query.yahooapis.com/v1/public/yql
, with the query
q=select * from contentanalysis.analyze
where
text="stringChunksToSend"
• Parse the results: the XML data received is parsed
• Filter the results: due to string split it may occur that some
results are multiplied; the duplicates are removed.
Extracting with Topia:

• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters,
brackets, slashes, set capital letters to lower case, remove
punctuation, remove stopwords
• Prepare the data: for each publication concatenate title, abstract, tags and keywords separately. Repeat until there are
no unprocessed publications.
• Split the data: split the data by year. Each chunk of data
represents all the publications’ information from one year.
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• Run Topia: generate a system call to run Topia with the generated temporary file as input
• Parse the results: the data received in JSON format is parsed
Extracting with FiveFilters:

• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters,
brackets, slashes, set capital letters to lower case, remove
punctuation, remove stopwords
• Prepare the data: for each publication concatenate title, abstract, tags and keywords separately. Repeat until there are
no unprocessed publications.
• Split the data: split the data by year. Each chunk of data
represents all the publications’ information from one year.
• Send the data: generate a call via cURL to
http://term-extraction.appspot.com/terms
, with the content
content="stringToSend"

• Parse the results: the data received in JSON format is parsed

Word weighing
Once the terms have been extracted they are combined in a single
list. Dogosija has implemented an algorithm, called WordFreq,
which is responsible for weighing of the extracted terms. The
algorithm works as follows:

• Clean the input: remove whitespaces, special characters,
brackets, slashes, set capital letters to lower case, remove
punctuation, remove stopwords
• Prepare the data: separately concatenate all abstracts, titles,
keywords and tags.
• Split the data: split the data by year. Each chunk of data
represents all the publications’ information from one year.
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• Apply stemming: apply Porter stemming to return the
words to their base form by removing the suffixes, but separately for abstracts, titles, keywords and tags.
• Generate word frequency arrays: separately for abstracts,
titles, keywords and tags.
$freqDataAbstracts = array_count_values($stemmedlistabstracts);

$freqDataTitles = array_count_values($stemmedlisttitles);
$freqDataKeywords = array_count_values($stemmedlistkeywords);

$freqDataTags = array_count_values($stemmedlisttags);

• Calculate the word/weight pairs: create an array freqData of
unique words from the four arrays by adding the respective
term frequency values
• Generate the top M words list: with M ∈ {50, 200}
• Repeat until no chunks are left
• Create a list of unique extracted terms with length of up to
three words. Once we have the word/weight pairs, we can
finally calculate the end results:
• Let extractedTerm be a term retrieved from the term extractors and (word, weightOfWord) be a word/weight pair from
the top M words. The weight of the extractedTerm is calculated:
if extractedTerm contains the word, we add the weight of the
word to the weightOfExtractedTerm
weightOfExtractedTerm = weightOfExtractedTerm + weightOfWord

• Repeat until all extracted terms are weighed
• Multiply by 1.5 the weight of each term that was extracted
by Yahoo Content Analysis
• Apply timeFactor. If totalYears is the total number of years
in which the author has published works and currentYear is
the year the interest appears then the timeFactor is:
timeFactor =

totalYears
currentYear + 1
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• Save the end results to table "Results"
Initially Dogosija introduced title, abstract, keyword and tag factors in WordsFreq. The notion of this decision relied on the fact
that titles contain the most important information about the publication and are more significant than the abstract. Keywords and
tags are used to categorize the content of the publication and can
be considered as interests. Due to these reasons he devised the
approach described below [10]:
Let N be the total number of publications, K be the number of
publications that contain at least some keywords and T the number of publications that contain at least some tags. Further let
maxlenght = max(abstractLenght, titlesLength)
The distinct factors are then calculated as:
maxlength
abstractLenght
maxlength
titlesWord f actor = titlesLength
maxlength
T
tagsWord f actor = tagsLenght · N
maxlength
keywordsWord f actor = keywordsLenght

abstractWord f actor =

·

K
N

This idea was later abandoned, because very few publications
have keywords or tags. Therefore, the factors would favor interests extracted from complete publications.

Evolution
An evolution of the interests is also implemented (see Figure 2.2).
The top 25 interests from each year are presented starting from
the most recent ones.

API
PALM offers an API access to the system. Responses are in JSON
format. The API offers six functions:

• authors(): a function that returns a list of authors for whom
the interests have already been calculated.
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Figure 2.2.: Evolution of the interests

• interests(authorName): a function that returns a list of general interests for the given author.
• results(authorName): a function that returns a list of computed interests for the given author.
• publications(authorName): a function that returns a list of
publications.
• getUniquePublications(authorName): a function that returns a
list of the unique publications for the given author.
• evolution(authorName): a function that returns the evolution
of the interests for the given author.

2.4.4. Identifying points needing maintenance and
improvement
In this section we perform an analysis of the system developed
by Darko Dugosija.
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State of the crawlers and data retrieval

It has been over two years since PALM has been developed and
some of the services are not up-to-date. After some debugging it
was determined that Bibsonomy’s account had expired and new
username and password are needed in order to access the information provided by that website. The access to Mendeley’s API
had switched from OAUTH to OAUTH2, which requires changes
in the API calls and the way the authentication is done. The tags
in the Google Scholar web pages have changed and the HTML
parser needs to be updated. The current Microsoft Academic
Search API will be retired soon and the new one does not work
the same way.
Sometimes more than one call is necessary to get information
from an academic network. These processes are done synchronously, meaning that a call has to return a response before
a new request is made. This method causes delays in the publication downloading process and needs optimization such as multithreading.
The data parsing is done in the frontend by JavaScript. This goes
against good design principles and needs to be moved to the
CakePHP side of the system.

Character encoding
Another issue that was identified was that there are character encoding problems with the information downloaded from Google
Scholar and CiteSeer. (see Figure 2.3). Some of the symbols were
encoded in ASCII and no character conversion was performed, in
order to properly display them. This can cause problems during
term extraction. Because of the presence of the ASCII code in the
middle of the text the term is either not extracted or extracted but
can be counted as noisy data (text without any meaning).

MySQL queries
The MySQL queries of the current system are very slow. After making an API call to get the authors from the database, it
took 60s to receive a response. An inspection of the the MySQL
logs showed that the query to fetch the author names from the
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Figure 2.3.: Character encoding issues

database also fetches the entire Interests and Publications tables.
The same is the problem when searching for author publications
- other tables are included in the query. Due to those queries the
current system cannot show the publications when looking up an
author in the database or API calls timeout.

Data cleaning and analysis
The data cleaning method adopted by Dugosija modifies the information beyond recognition. The term extraction services expect just regular text with capital letters, lower case letters, punctuation, etc. The way Dugosija modifies the information makes
it almost impossible to extract meaningful terms. By removing
prepositions, terms like "quality service", instead of "quality of
service" are extracted. Missing punctuation marks allow parts
from a term to be from more than one publication, since all titles,
abstracts, keywords and tags are concatenated into one. Punctuation is an integral part of the language grammar, since it is used to
signify beginning and ending of sentences and provide structure
to the sentences for easy understanding. Due to these modifications the analyzers produce meaningless results. These cleaning
steps, although essential for the stemming process in WordFreq,
are not necessary here.
Another issue in this step is the way chunks of text are sent to
the analyzers. This process involves making synchronous calls to
each service and slowing down the term extraction. By introducing threads we can provide speed optimization. Topia should be
removed from the list of analyzers, because it is very primitive
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compared to the other term extraction services. We need only the
most appropriate analyzers in order to extract better interests.

Term weighing
The WordFreq algorithm does not take into account many important factors when computing the term weight, such as:

• The number of services that extracted the term
• Wether shorter phrases are part of longer ones
• The number of publications that contain the term
The algorithm makes it possible to include duplicates in the interests list due to not considering:

• American English and British English spellings of the
terms, e.g. "user modeling" and "user modelling"
• Singular and plural forms are counted as different interests,
e.g. "learner model" and "learner models"

Interest metrics
After analysis of a sample of 5 interest lists, generated by PALM,
23% to 57% out of the presented interests (with a mean distribution of 37%) do not appear at all in the downloaded publications.
This makes the number of actual successfully extracted and relevant interests very low.

Profile updates
Lifelong learner models, just like person’s knowledge and skills
are subject of constant growth. This is necessary to stimulate the
interpretation and reflection process. Therefore, a learner modeling system has to provide means for presenting up-to-date information about the user [5]. The present state of PALM does
not provide such functionality. Once a profile has been generated it stays the same. No updates are made to accommodate the
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changes in the author profile. Author interests that have been extracted two years ago are still the same, even though the person
may have published many works or even started pursuing new
fields of research.

Evolution
The evolution model developed by Dugosija does not provide
any information about the date when the interest appeared or
interests appearing in many years. This prevents the user from
identifying trends or changes in his/her interests, due to the lack
of valuable information.

API responses
Even though the API responses are in JSON format and can be
parsed by other systems the content is still illegible to the user,
viewing it in a browser.

Summary of requirements
In the previous subsection we presented the PALM shortcomings
and aspects that need maintenance. We can now update our list
of objectives. To summarize:

• The crawlers from the academic networks are outdated and
need to be updated/modified to access the content.
• The data parsing has to be written in PHP and executed by
the backend.
• The data cleaning is not necessary before data is sent for
analysis.
• Some of the term extractors need to be replaced with better
ones.
• The term weighing algorithm requires readjustments to include more factors in the score computing process and better filtering of duplicates.
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• The evolution of the interests needs improvement to show
more detailed results.
• The system has to be able to provide the most current list of
the user interests.
• The MySQL queries need optimization.
• Parallelizing the publication downloading and term extraction is necessary to accelerate the processes.
• The JSON rendering by CakePHP needs to be done using
Prettyprint conventions.

2.4.5. Academic Learner Modeling Systems
In this section we compare PALM to similar learner modeling systems.
FreeSearch18 [6] is a web based system, developed by L3S Research Center together with iSearch IT Solutions GmbH. This
system collects information from various academic networks,
namely: dblp, Bibsonomy, CiteCeer and TIBKat19 . FreeSearch offers visualization of the number of publications per year, as well
as co-authorship graph, representing the connection between the
author and the authors he cooperated on the publications. The
system also provides a list of topics the author has worked on
and a list of interests. The generated interest cloud is based on
the extracted information from the publication titles. Compared
to that system PALM uses more sources to collect publications
making its collection richer. PALM also uses more information to
extract the interests, since it takes into account the abstract, keywords and tags.
The work done by Chen et al. [9] focuses on mining e-Learning
domain concept maps from academic articles. They employed
the use of text mining techniques to construct concept maps for
the e-Learning domain. They collected the full texts of the academic articles and then extracted the publication title, year, volume, issue, article title, authors and keywords. The system they
have developed follows four steps to construct the concept map:
information retrieval, concept item extraction, research keyword
18 http://freesearch.kbs.uni-hannover.de/freesearch/
19 http://www.tib-hannover.de/de/dienstleistungen/opendata/
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indexing and calculation of "relation strength". PALM follows
similar path in its process, although the end goal differs.
Gu et al. [13] use behavioral analysis to extract implicit user interests from web content. Even though it uses a different approach
for the user interest generation it manages to provide valuable
insight in the learner modeling process.
DynMap+ by Rueda et al. [31] and VLUM by Kay et al. [41]
provide valuable insight into approaches for visualizing learner
models. The lessons learned from them can be applied to PALM
to make it user friendly and interactive.
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Chapter 3 Conceptual
proach

Ap-

In this chapter we outline our conceptual approach that is used
as a guideline for the implementation phase in Chapter 4. Term
weighing algorithms are introduced, which can help us produce
more relevant interests.

3.1. Motivation
PALM is a Personal Academic Learner Modeling system. Its main
goal is to support the professional advances of experts in the academic field, according to the roles of lifelong learner modeling.
The purpose of this work is to improve the author interest generation process that was developed by Darko Dugosija. This is
necessary to facilitate the proper usage of the learner profile, with
accurately extracted relevant interests.

3.2. Approach
To facilitate the necessary changes, we introduce several modifications to the PALM architecture, which was presented in Section 2.4. These changes are necessary in order to better understand the users and provide means for monitoring their research
progress, reflection and planning of their goals. Achieving such
results requires finding and implementing a better term ranking
algorithm. The modifications involve updating the crawlers and
parsers in order to download and extract the publication information from the academic networks. The parsing of the downloaded information should be parsed in the CakePHP Controller,
instead of the browser.
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Several new term extraction services will be added to provide
more relevant interests. Also new term weighing algorithms
will be implemented and tested against WordFreq, to determine
which one produces the most relevant results. Additional weighing factors (e. g. the number of publications from which the interest is extracted) will be included to improve the interest ranking
process. The evolution of the interests will be improved to show
more details about the interests, e.g. in which years they appear,
in order to provide means for discovering trends and changes.
Fixing old issues is not the only task of this work. The implementation of new features, such as categorization of the interests and
co-authorship graph can also provide additional motivation tools
as part of the lifelong learning process. Another task we have to
handle is to optimize the system and improve its performance.
This can be achieved by introducing multi-threading in order to
improve the speed. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach
and determine whether we are successful in our objective we will
conduct a user study. The accuracy of the newly implemented algorithms will be measured not only by subjective feedback from
the users, but also by the IR model effectiveness metrics introduced in Section 2.2.1, namely precision and recall, together with
their harmonic mean: F1-score.
To compare the results from the WordFreq algorithm implemented by Dugosija we have selected two term weighing algorithms:

The C-Value method
The C-value algorithm was developed by Frantzi et. al. [18] at
the Manchester Metropolitan University. The authors have incorporated context information for the extraction of multi-word
terms from a collection of medical documents. They explain that
the choice of a linguistic filter can affect the precision and recall
measures of the results. Therm weighing is performed on the
generated terms using statistical analysis. This term weighing algorithm takes into account the following factors:

• the string’s total frequency of occurrence in the corpus,
• its frequency of occurrence in longer (already extracted)
candidate terms,
• the number of these longer candidate terms.
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They call the extracted terms n-grams, because of their variable
length in number of words. The scoring algorithm they developed is described in Equation 3.1. They start by computing the
weight for the longest n-gram and work backwards.

(
C − value( a) =

log2 | a| · f ( a)
log2 | a| · ( f ( a) −

1
c( a)

c( a)
∑ i =1

|a|=max
f (bi )) otherwise
(3.1)

a is the examined n-gram,
|a| the length, in terms of number of words, of a,
f(a) the frequency of a in the corpus,
bi the candidate extracted terms that contain a,
c(a) the number of those candidate terms.
Frantzi et.al. report that this algorithm can produce an up-to 71%
precision for the top 40 terms.

CorePhrase
The CorePhrase algorithm is developed by Hammouda et al. [20]
and relies on the Document Index Graph to extract keyword
phrases from a corpus of documents. Then a set of phrase features are computed [20]:

• df: document frequency; the number of documents in
which the phrase appeared, normalized by the total number of documents.
• w: average weight; the average weight of the phrase over
all documents. The weight of a phrase in a document is calculated using structural text cues. Examples: title phrases
have maximum weight, section headings are weighted less,
while body text is weighted lowest.
• pf: average phrase frequency; the average number of times
this phrase has appeared in one document, normalized by
the length of the document in words.
• average phrase depth; the location of the first occurrence of
the phrase in the document.
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These features are used for ranking of the extracted phrases. Then
the authors define two sets of scoring formulas for phrase weighing.
First Scoring Formula
This formula takes into account the presented features. It is a
derivation of tf-idf term weighing formula with the exception
that it does not penalize phrases that have high document frequencies.

score( p) = (w · p f ) × −log(1 − d f )
Second Scoring Formula
The second formula provides means for evening out the feature
distributions and prevents one feature from monopolizing the
phrase scoring.
score( p) = ( pw · p f · d2) × −log(1 − d f )
Hammouda et al. also provide a word weight-based score assignment, which involves [20]:

• First, assign initial scores to each phrase based on phrase
scoring formulas given above.
• Construct a list of unique individual words out of the candidate phrases.
• For each word: add up all the scores of the phrases in which
this word appeared to create a word weight.
• For each phrase: assign the final phrase score by adding
the individual word weights of the constituent words and
average them.
The CorePhrase algorithm achieves a 79% precision for the top 10
phrases.
The results achieved by these two algorithms signify that they
can provide the necessary means for comparison with the WordFreq algorithm.
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Chapter 4 Implementation
In this chapter we describe the implementation of our changes to
PALM. First we outline the new system architecture and the different technologies used. Next we describe the backend of the
system, including the changes and new features. The chapter
concludes with the user interface.

4.1. New architecture
In the previous chapter we already established the requirements
and our approach for fulfilling them. To facilitate the implementation process we have redesigned the PALM architecture, which
is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The red bubbles represent our changes
to the original system.
We start with the first modification that we propose, which is
bubble number 3 in Figure 4.1. In this step the publications are
collected from the respective academic networks. We introduce
parallelization to the crawling process from the academic networks to optimize the downloading. This way calls to the respective source are done in parallel, instead of sequentially. The
optimization can speed up all PALM tasks, which is very important since the downloading of the publications and the extraction
of the interests is done in real time. As explained in Section 2.4.2,
Dugosija designed PALM to send the downloaded information
from the academic networks from the Controller via the View to
the the browser and perform the parsing and combining of information there. Since this goes against good design principles
we have to make CakePHP handle it. This way the computation
done in the JavaScript is brought to the bare minimum. This intention is illustrated in Figure 4.1 as bubbles number 4, 5, 6.
The next change that we propose is in step 14, which involves extraction of the interests. In Section 2.4.3 we described the method
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Figure 4.1.: New PALM architecture.

for extraction of the interests and that it is done sequentially. We
introduce parallelization to this process to get the extracted terms
faster. Since we are introducing new algorithms, whose results
we want to compare to those produced by the methods implemented by Dugosija the system will handle a very computation
intensive tasks and an optimization is necessary. Therefore, we
maximize the performance by executing all algorithms’ computations in parallel. This way optimization is introduced not only
to external services, but also to the internal structure of PALM.
There are multiple ways to perform tasks asynchronously in PHP
such as multithreading and multiprocessing. However, we have
implemented a very elegant way for parallelization of PHP code,
which is described in Section 4.5.1.

4.2. Other changes
In Section 2.4.3 we described the steps for the cleaning and merging of the publication information and why it is not advisable to
use the Clean-up method. Instead of performing cleaning on the
publication information we intend to use the available text as is
and make only slight modifications to the formatting, e.g. make
sure that each sentence starts with a capital letter. This is due to
the fact that the downloaded publication information does not always conform to the text formatting conventions and is entirely
in lowercase letters. Also, the tags and keywords are primarily in
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lowercase letters and do not end with a period that signifies an
end to a sentence. Our solution is to create sentences out of the
tags and keywords by converting the first letter to capital and
inserting a period after the last tag and keyword respectively.
These minimal changes to the publication structure ensure that
the publication information meets the standards of a regular text
and therefore, allow the analyzers to extract the terms that actually appear in the provided text. Without this we can not facilitate
the proper extraction of interests and as a result provide the author with proper information for self-assessment and reflection.
Once the cleaning and splitting of the information is complete
the data has to be sent to each analyzer, which extracts the relevant terms. We already explained that the results produced by
Topia are inadequate and more suitable service needs to be introduced in its place. Having the most suitable analyzers is of
utmost importance, since we need only well structured and relevant phrases from the publications, in order to present relevant
important interests to the author.
The rest of this chapter provides a detailed description of our approach to implement the system changes.

4.3. Tools and technologies
Some of the technologies used for the implementation of this
work were already described in Section 2.4.1. CakePHP represents the backend side of the system. MySQL provides the
database, and jQuery and CSS are used for visualization. Here
we introduce some new tools that we use to realize our approach.

4.3.1. multiCurl
A tool that can help us realize the parallelization of the calls to
the different academic networks and term extraction services is
the multiCurl1 PHP library, developed by the Nisu group, which
is part of the Iris research group at Jaume I University, Spain. The
main task of this library is to simultaneously download many
web pages. It can also take optional parameters to set timeouts
between requests or to set the order of execution of the calls. Our
idea is that with this library we can speed-up the publication
downloading process.

1 http://multicurl.nisu.org/
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4.3.2. D3
The D3.js2 JavaScript library provides advanced visualization
methods by manipulating documents based on data. It can handle large datasets and supports dynamic behaviors such as animations. D3 can provide more interactive means for visualizing
the learner model.
Two new term extraction services are introduced.

AlchemyAPI
AlchemyAPI3 is designed to use machine learning to perform
natural language processing tasks, e.g. semantic text analysis and
sentiment analysis. It can be used to extract entities, concepts,
keywords and taxonomies from documents. Its services are supported in 8 different languages: English, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese, Russian, Spanish and Swedish. It provides both an
API and web console for clients to access its services. Similarly
to Yahoo Content Analysis the results it produces are with high
precision, but the recall rate is also high. The API response is in
XML, JSON, RDF and Microformats rel-tag formats. This service
is available for free to customers, but offers additional paid features.

TextWise
TextWise4 provides semantic text analysis services. It offers categorization and concept tag extraction with relevance score. Similarly to Yahoo Content Analysis the results it produces are with
high precision and low recall. The API it provides returns responses in XML, JSON, RDF and tag cloud formats. The services
can be used without charges for a period of 30 days, after which
a new API key is required.
The combination of these two analyzers, together with Yahoo
Content Analysis and FiveFilters can produce very well structured and high quality results.

2 http://d3js.org/
3 http://www.alchemyapi.com
4 http://www.textwise.com
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Figure 4.2.: Corrected character encoding

Modifications are made to the database tables Analysers and Results. The new analyzers and their ids are added to the table
Analysers. The column resultid is added to table Results to indicate which algorithm is used for the weighing of the terms. The
textwisecategory column is also added to Results to store the category structure provided by TextWise.

4.4. Data Retrieval
In this section we describe the first step in the process of generating the PALM user model, namely data retrieval. The data retrieval process involves downloading of the author publications
from the six academic networks, described in Section 2.4.3. This
process is described in detail by Dogisija in Lifelong Learner Modeling in Academic Networks [10]. Here we only describe the changes
we make to the data retrieval process from each academic network.

Google Scholar Citations
First we had to provide some maintenance to the Google Scholar
infrastructure. Following our conceptual approach we introduce
parallelization using the multiCurl library to all calls to Google
Scholar to optimize the process. The HTML structure of the
Google Scholar web pages had changed over the course of the
past two years. Changes to the parser were necessary in order
to extract the necessary information. Parsing is now done in the
backend and not in the frontend. One other problem was the
HTML page encoding which did not allow for proper storing of
the extracted information. This was described in Section 2.4.4.
The HTML page is converted from ASCII to UTF-8 in order to
achieve this. See Figure 4.2 for comparison with Figure 2.3.
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Citeseer
Parsing of the CiteSeer results is now performed in the CakePHP
Controller. Changes are made to handle the character encoding
problems described in Section 2.4.3. The HTML page is converted
to UTF-8 in order to achieve this. Also, mutiCurl is used to speed
up the downloading process by sending requests for multiple
pages, instead of one at a time.

BibSonomy
The BibSonomy API key had expired and it is now renewed.

Mendeley
The access to Mendeley’s API had switched from OAUTH to
OAUTH2, which requires changes in the API calls. The OAUTH2
crawling process is executed as follows:

• Start query triggers an Ajax call to get an access key:
https://api-oauth2.mendeley.com/oauth/
token/grant_type=client_credentials&client_
id=XXX&client_secret=XXXXXXXXXXX
• Then download publication id, author and year:
https://api-oauth2.mendeley.com/oapi/
documents/search/author:(authorname)?access_
token=XXXXXXXXXX&items=100&page=nextpage
• Download abstract and keywords:
https://api-oauth2.mendeley.com/oapi/
documents/details/uuid?access_token=XXXXXXXXXX
Also, mutiCurl is used to speed up the downloading process by
sending requests for multiple pages, instead of one at a time.
Parsing is performed in the CakePHP Controller.
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dblp
Parsing of the DBLP results is now performed in the CakePHP
Controller.

Microsoft academic search
A new Microsoft Academic Search API has been developed that
required drastic changes to the code in order to accommodate it
in the system. The migration is necessary, because the old API
will be retired.
The new API does not require an access key and there is a difference in how calls to get the necessary information are made.
The new API involves:

• Make an Ajax call to get author id:
https://api.datamarket.azure.com/Data.ashx/
MRC/MicrosoftAcademic/v2/Author?$filter=
Name+eq+(author_name)&$format=json
• Get author papers based on author id:
https://api.datamarket.azure.com/Data.
ashx/MRC/MicrosoftAcademic/v2/Paper_Author?
$filter=AuthorID+eq+author_id&$format=json
• Get all authors based on publication id:
https://api.datamarket.azure.com/Data.
ashx/MRC/MicrosoftAcademic/v2/Paper_Author?
$filter=PaperID%20+eq+paper_id&$format=json
• Get publication information based on publication id:
https://api.datamarket.azure.com/Data.ashx/
MRC/MicrosoftAcademic/v2/Paper(paper_id)
?$format=json

There is a limit to the number of calls to the new API. The new
API allows a maximum of 200 requests per minute. If the limit is
exceeded the IP address is blocked for 15 minutes. Since the new
API requires separate calls to extract all the authors that worked
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on the publication and to extract the title, year, abstract and keywords, the number of calls grows. The old API provided all the
publication information for up to 100 publications via a single
call. For example, an author with 432 publications requires 870
calls to the new API and only 5 to the old one. The number 870
comes from 1 call to extract the author id, 5 calls to extract the
publication ids, 432 calls to extract the co-authors and another
432 calls to extract the title, year, abstract and keywords. Therefore, delays were introduced using multiCurl in order to prevent
blocking. This, however, increases the execution time drastically.
To execute all the API calls for the author from the example above
takes about 5 minutes.
Also, parsing is now performed in the CakePHP Controller, instead of the browser.

4.5. Interest Mining
Once the data is crawled and stored in the database it needs to
be combined. This involves piecing together a publication with
the information aggregated from all the sources. This process is
described in detail by Dugosija in [10].
After that the publication data needs to be cleaned and prepared
for term extraction. The method implemented by Dogosija was
described in Section 2.4.3. We showed that it requires changes to
make it possible for the analyzers to extract only actual phrases.
Our method involves the following:

• Clean the input: remove whitespaces.
• Prepare the data: for each publication create a sentence of
each title, abstract, tags and keywords ending with a period
and capitalizing the first letter of that sentence.
• Repeat until there are no unprocessed publications.
• Split the data: split the data by year. Each chunk of data
would represent all the publications from one year.
This process involves minimal adjustments to the text and does
not jeopardize its structure.
After this step is completed the data is ready for term extraction.
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Yahoo Content Analysis, FiveFilters, AlchemAPI and TextWise
are the new set of term extraction services. We already explained
in Section 2.4.4 why Topia should be removed from the list of
analyzers. As a consequence it is removed from the list of current
analyzers, but is to be kept for comparison of Dogosija’s list of
interests.
PALM used synchronous calls to the analyzers, which required a
lot of time to produce the relevant terms. An optimization is necessary to expedite the process. This is achieved by introducing
asynchronous calls to the term extraction services using multiCurl. Term extraction is preformed as follows:
The extraction process from Yahoo Content Analysis and FiveFilters is described in Section 2.4.3. We continue with the extraction with AlchemyAPI and TextWise.

AlchemyAPI

• Send prepared chunks to:
http://access.alchemyapi.com/calls/text/TextGetRankedKeywords

, with POST fields
apikey=apiKey&text=stringChunksToSend
&keywordExtractMode=strict&outputMode=json

• Parse the results: the JSON data received is parsed

TextWise

• Send prepared chunks to:
http://api.semantichacker.com/token/concept
, with POST fields
content=stringChunksToSend&format=json
• Parse the results: the JSON data received is parsed
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4.5.1. Term weighing
After the terms have been extracted they are combined and sent
for ranking to the algorithms introduced in Section 3.2, which
perform statistical analysis on the list of extracted phrases to measure their importance to the author. We have also optimized this
process by exposing each algorithm’s PHP code as a web service,
which is called by mutiCurl to offer parallelization.

C-value

• The extracted terms are combined into single list
• Prepare an empty array with the fields "term", "year", "analyzerid", "occurrence", "length", "intersection", "totalyears",
"resultid", "substring", "sumb", "count", "score", where:

term is the extracted term
year is the year from which the term is extracted
resultid is the id of the algorithm used for the weighing
analyzerid is the id of the term extraction service that produced the result
occurrence is the frequency of the term in the publications in
a year
length is the length of term in number of words
intersection contains the ids of the analyzers that extracted
the term
totalyears contains all years in which the term appears
substring indicates wether the term is part of a longer term
or if shorter term is part of this term
sumb will contain the sum of the frequencies of the candidate terms that contain the extracted term
count number of those candidate extracted terms that contain the extracted term
score holds the term score

• Text comparison is performed to filter out duplicates, plural forms and different spellings and create a list of unique
phrases. This is done via the PHP function similar_text.
If the similarity is >90% then the terms are the same
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• Year comparison is performed to get the most recent occurrence of the extracted term
• Frequency comparison is performed to get the highest frequency
• Determine which analyzers extracted the term and store
them in the field "intersection"
• Determine in which years the term occurs and store it in the
field "totalyears"
• Identify if shorter terms are part of longer ones and set the
value of "substring" for both to 1
• Compute the sum of the candidate extracted terms that contain a term and store it in "sumb"
• Count the number of those candidate extracted terms and
store it in "count"
• Compute the C-values, based on Equation 3.1 and store the
result in "score"
• Apply different weighing factors:
yearFactor - multiply the term score by

sizeO f (totalears)−(year +1)
sizeO f (totalyears)

intersectionFactor - multiply the term score by:

1.5, if it was extracted only by Yahoo Content Analysis;
1+sizeO f (intersection)
,
10

if it was extracted by all analyzers, but
Yahoo Content Analysis;

2, if all analyzers extracted the term;
(sizeO f (intersection)−1)

1.5 +
, if extracted by Yahoo Content
10
Analysis and some of the other analyzers;
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totalYearsFactor - applied only in cases when the highest
scored term has score >10 and occurs in at least 4 years.
These values are chosen after measurements. If the criteria
sizeO f (totalyears)
is met, then multiply score by
10

• Get the top 50 terms with scores more than 1 and extracted
by at least 3 analyzers or by at least 2 analyzers, one of
which is Yahoo Content Analysis

CorePhrase
To use CorePhrase for term weighing we assume that the initial
score for the weight-based score assignment is the frequency of
the term.

• The extracted terms are combined in single list
• Prepare an empty array with the fields "term", "year", "analyzerid", "occurrence", "length", "intersection", "totalyears",
"resultid", "score", where:

term is the extracted term
year is the year from which the term is extracted
resultid is the id of the algorithm used for the weighing
analyzerid is the id of the term extraction service that produced the result
occurrence is the frequency of the term in the publications in
a year
length is the length of term in number of words
intersect contains the ids of the analyzers that extracted the
term
totalyears contains all years in which the term appears
score holds the term score

• Text comparison is performed to filter out duplicates, plural forms, and different spellings and create a list of unique
phrases. This is done via the PHP function similar_text.
If the similarity is >90% then the terms are the same
• Year comparison is performed to get the most recent occurrence of the extracted term
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• Frequency comparison is performed to get the highest frequency
• Determine which analyzers extracted the term and store
them in the field "intersection"
• Determine in which years the term occurs and store it in the
field "totalyears"
• Create a list of the unique words that comprise all the terms
• Compute a word score for those words by adding up the
occurrences of the terms the word is part of
• For every term in the array add up all the word scores of
the words that comprise it then divide it by its length and
store it in "score"
• Apply different factors:
yearFactor - multiply the term score by

sizeO f (totalears)−(year +1)
sizeO f (totalyears)

intersectionFactor - multiply the term score by:

1.5, if it was extracted only by Yahoo Content Analysis;
1+sizeO f (intersection)
,
10

if it was extracted by all analyzers, but
Yahoo Content Analysis;

2, if all analyzers extracted the term;
((sizeO f (intersect)−1)

1.5 +
, if extracted by Yahoo Content Anal10
ysis and some of the other analyzers;

totalYearsFactor - applied only in cases when the highest
scored term has score >10 and occurs in at least 4 years.
These values are chosen after measurements. If the criteria
sizeO f (totalyears)
is met, then multiply score by
10
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• Get the top 50 terms with scores more than 1 and extracted
by at least 3 analyzers or by at least 2 analyzers, one of
which is Yahoo Content Analysis

WordFreq2
A modified version of the algorithm, developed by Dugosija is
also implemented.

• The extracted terms are combined in single list
• Prepare an empty array with the fields "term", "year", "analyzerid", "occurrence", "length", "intersection", "totalyears",
"resultid", "score", where:

term is the extracted term
year is the year from which the term is extracted
resultid is the id of the algorithm used for the weighing
analyzerid is the id of the term extraction service that produced the result
occurrence is the frequency of the term in the publications in
a year
length is the length of term in number of words
intersect contains the ids of the analyzers that extracted the
term
totalyears contains all years in which the term appears
score holds the term score

• Text comparison is performed to filter out duplicates, plural forms, and different spellings and create a list of unique
phrases. This is done via the PHP function similar_text.
If the similarity is >90% then the terms are the same
• Year comparison is performed to get the most recent occurrence of the extracted term
• Frequency comparison is performed to get the highest frequency
• Determine which analyzers extracted the term and store
them in the field "intersection"
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• Determine in which years the term occurs and store it in the
field "totalyears"
• Clean the publication data by removing whitespaces, special characters, brackets, slashes, set capital letters to lower
case, remove punctuation, remove stopwords
• Separately concatenate all abstracts, titles, keywords and
tags.
• Split the data by year. Each chunk of data would represent
all the publication information from one year.
• Apply Porter stemming to return the words to their base
form by removing the suffixes, but separately for abstracts,
titles, keywords and tags.
• Generate word frequency arrays: separately for abstracts,
titles, keywords and tags.
$freqDataAbstracts = array_count_values($stemmedlistabstracts);

$freqDataTitles = array_count_values($stemmedlisttitles);
$freqDataKeywords = array_count_values($stemmedlistkeywords);

$freqDataTags = array_count_values($stemmedlisttags);

• Calculate the word/weight pairs by creating an array freqData of unique words from the four arrays by adding term
frequency values
• Generate the top M words list: with M ∈ {50, 200}
• Repeat until no chunks are left
• We can finally calculate the score of each term in the array
of sorted terms:
• Let extractedTerm be a term retrieved from the term extractors and (textitword,weightOfWord) be a word/weight pair
from the top M words. The weight of the extractedTerm is
calculated:
if extractedTerm contains the word, we add the weight of the
word to the weightOfExtractedTerm
weightOfExtractedTerm = weightOfExtractedTerm + weightOfWord
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• Apply different factors:
yearFactor - multiply the term score by

sizeO f (totalears)−(year +1)
sizeO f (totalyears)

intersectionFactor - multiply the term score by:

1.5, if it was extracted only by Yahoo Content Analysis;
1+sizeO f (intersection)
,
10

if it was extracted by all analyzers, but
Yahoo Content Analysis;

2, if all analyzers extracted the term;
((sizeO f (intersect)−1)

, if extracted by Yahoo Content Anal1.5 +
10
ysis and some of the other analyzers;

totalYearsFactor - applied only in cases when the highest
scored term has score >10 and occurs in at least 4 years.
These values are chosen after measurements. If the criteria
sizeO f (totalyears)
is met, then multiply score by
10

• Get the top 50 terms with scores more than 1 and extracted
by at least 3 analyzers or by at least 2 analyzers, one of
which is Yahoo Content Analysis

Interest categorization
Once we have the results from the three algorithms we can extract the interest categories. Since we are using scientific works
to extract the interests, we require a thesaurus or an ontology
that contain domain specific hierarchies. This issue was investigated by Lops et al. [26] and Gauch et. al. [38]. These hierarchies
can then be used to generate a hierarchical tree of the interests.
The interests PALM produces are not tied to a specific domain,
which makes it hard to find a thesaurus or an ontology that represent every possible scientific field. Another possible approach
was described by Klein [21] who developed a system that uses
Wikipedia categories, in order to create a hierarchy of the user
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interests from social network profiles. This method for categorization was appropriate in their context, because of the widely
known interests such as musicians, movie titles, sports, etc. Unfortunately, this method of categorization cannot be applied in
our context, since the interests are tied to different research domains with very specific terminology.
Therefore, we have decided to use TextWise, which provides a
categorization service. We can use it to create a hierarchical tree of
our interests. The service uses modified version of the Open Directory Project5 , containing 759 different categories. Even though
they are not actual research fields, they still provide some hierarchical structure for the interests. This is done by sending a request
to the TextWise categorization service:

• For every of the top 50 interests make an API call to:
http://api.semantichacker.com/token/category
with POST fields
content=extractedTerm&format=json&showLabels=true&nCategories=1

After we have the interests and their categories we are able
to build the category tree. The categories retrieved from
TextWise provide a deep structure. For example, when we
send the interest personal learning environment we receive
Business/Management/Education_and_Training as the
category structure. To create the category tree we have to parse
the category structure. This can be achieved by the following
algorithm:

• For all interests and their categories:
• Concatenate the category structure and the interest,
e.g.
Business/Management/Education_and_Training/personal learning environment
• Split the resulting string by /, e.g. "Business", "Management", "Education_and_Training", "personal learning environment"
• Then:

5 http://www.dmoz.org/
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• Create tree describing parent child relationships, e.g. "Business" <= "Management", "Management" <= "Education_and_Training", "Education_and_Training" <= "personal
learning environment" with the author name at the root,
e.g. "john doe" <= "Management"
• Use the resulting tree to create the tree structure:
• Start by traversing the tree and searching for the direct children of the root
• Then, remove this element from the tree, since we do not
need it any more, and proceed with
• Appending the child into the result array (tree structure)
and parse its children using recursion

Interest highlighting
One of the new features is filtering of the publications based on
the interests of the author. The user can click on an interest from
the interest cloud, which highlights this interest and then filters
all the publications that contain that particular interest. Every
interest is highlighted in a different color for easy distinction and
more than one interest may appear in a publication.

Similar profiles
Another new feature PALM offers is allowing authors to find
peers with similar interests. This is done by comparing the lists of
interests of both authors and finding commonalities. A similarity
score is computed based on the number of interests in common.
All interests the authors have in common are highlighted.

Evolution
PALM now offers a better and improved version of the interests.
This is done by using the generated list of interests to find the
publications from which the terms are extracted. The current version shows all the years, from which the interest are extracted, as
well as the number of publications in a particular year, in which
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Figure 4.3.: Cron job architecture.

the interests occur. The users can now easily identify trends and
changes in their profiles.

4.5.2. Group interest mining
To facilitate the group interest mining task we have to make it
possible to automate the processes in PALM and make it work
on a list of authors, without the presence of a person in front of a
computer entering author names one by one. Our solution is an
architecture that can do all the tasks PALM can do, but by setting
up cron jobs. Figure 4.3 illustrates our solution.
We can now describe the process. First (step 1), the systems reads
the file, containing the author names one line at a time (each line
contains the name of only one author). The name is then sent to
the CakePHP Controller (step 2), which handles the downloading
of the publications from the academic networks (step 3). The multiCurl library is used to make the calls to the services in parallel.
The publication information from all sources is parsed and combined in the Controller (step 4) and then stored into the database
(step 5). The same parser functions are used as in PALM. The interest extraction process is initiated (step 6) and then the terms
are weighed using the scoring algorithms (step 7) and stored in
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the database (step 8). To complete the process a status message is
sent to the console (steps 9 and 10).
Using this method we can just provide a list of co-authors and
automatically extract their interests. After we have the interest categories for the co-authors we can now create the coauthorship graph, based on the categories(areas), in which the
author and his/her peers have common interests. Viewing this
co-authorship graph one can discern in what areas the interests
overlap. This information can then be used for reflecting on the
personal state of knowledge and provoke the author to take measures and acquire knowledge in those areas.

Co-authors graph
In the co-authors view the author is linked to his/her co-authors
via the categories through which they share common interests.
This is achieved by comparing the interest categories of the users.
The page also shows which co-author profiles have already been
stored in the database, and which have not. From this page one
can export the co-authors of every individual author. Two ways
have been implemented that allow for this to be achieved. The
first one is via the co-authors page, where a user can select either
individual or all co-authors and then export the list to a file. The
second option is via an API call which exports all the co-authors
to a file. The list can then be used to set up cron jobs and automatically crawl the academic networks for author publications
and extract their interests.

Profile update
Researchers constantly produce new works. We have to be able
to use an up-to-date list of publications to extract the most accurate interests. In he old PALM once the user data was crawled it
stayed the same. That is why PALM now allows the user profile
to be updated. Once a name is entered in the input box and the
query is started the system checks if the author is already in the
database. If he/she is, then it checks how old the information is.
If it is more that six months old it is deleted. The six sources are
crawled for information, which is analyzed and a list of interests
is produced. We have implemented this method instead of just
checking the academic networks for new publications, because
the latter is more time consuming and we have to download all
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the publications and compare them to the old ones anyway. This
way we skip the comparison part.

MySQL queries
Finding and retrieving the information in a database is of utmost
importance for every system. Therefore, the MySQL queries are
optimized to get the necessary information faster. It now takes
just 156ms to fetch the list of authors in the database, compared
to the 60s it takes with those written by Dogosija.

API
PALM offers access to the data via an API. The API functions
were already introduced in Section 2.4.4. We introduce the following API functions:

• exportProfile(authorname): this function returns JSON with
the author name, date when his profile was created, interests with their scores and publications from which they are
extracted. It can be accessed by a call to:
http://lanzarote.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/
palm/Api/exportprofile/authorName
• startQuery(authorname): this function works the same way
as the interface, but circumvents the user interface. It can
be accessed by a call to:
http://lanzarote.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/
palm/Api/startquery?author=authorName
• exportCoauthors(authorName): This function exports all the
names of the co-authors of the provided author. This list
can then be passed to the cron job for downloading. It can
be accessed by a call to:
http://lanzarote.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/
palm/api/exportcoauthors/authorName
In order to implement the startQuery method, changes are made
to the structure of PALM, because the parsing and combining of
the downloaded publication information is originally done by the
JavaScript. This does not allow us to execute the code by a cron
job. Therefore, the functionality is moved to the CakePHP Controller.
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Figure 4.4.: Detail of the visualization of the interest

A legible JSON is now used (Figure 4.10).

4.5.3. User Interface
To evaluate the content of the system different views are created.
The system provides a simple User Interface to present its functionality.
The main page shows the user the lists of interests produced by
each algorithm (see Figure 4.4), the category tree (see Figure 4.6)
and the downloaded publications. In that view users can click on
the interests and filter the publications (see Figure 4.5).
In the evolution (see Figure 4.7) view users can see a more detailed visualization of their interests. If they hover over the circle
they can see the number of publications that contain the interests.
D3 is used for the visualization of this view.
In the co-authors (see Figure 4.8) page the users can examine
the relations in terms of interest categories with their co-authors.
They can choose which co-authors are to be shown in the graph.
The last view is the similar profiles view (see Figure 4.9), where
users can search the database for authors with similar interests.
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Figure 4.5.: Publication filtering
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Figure 4.6.: Categorization graph

Figure 4.7.: The redesigned evolution of the interests
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Figure 4.8.: Co-authors graph

Figure 4.9.: Similar profiles view.
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Figure 4.10.: JSON rendering.
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Chapter 5 Evaluation
In this chapter we present the evaluation of the implemented interest filtering and ranking algorithms. Each algorithm has already been described in Chapter 4. The improved and newly introduced features are also evaluated. We continue with discussion of our findings.

5.1. User Evaluation
The evaluation of PALM aims to compare the different implemented algorithms based on how complete and relevant the presented interests are, as well as how well they are ranked. We
generated 8 different lists for the purposes of the user study. The
exact method used for the generation of each list can be seen in
Table 5.1. The users also had to evaluate the new features the
system offers.

5.2. Evaluation Methodology
The user study was conducted in two phases. In the first phase
a personal interview with the user took part, where the subject
had to interact with the system and give subjective feedback for
each of the features. This aimed to get a clear picture of the
thought process the users have when evaluating PALM. The second phase involved an online questionnaire, where users had to
answer questions regarding specific features and their usefulness.
Invitations for the user study were sent to over 100 people from
the Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Biology and Computer Science departments at RWTH Aachen. 10 people from the Computer Science department at RWTH Aachen responded to the invitations. Out of those 10 people 1 was a Professor, 1 was a Privatdozent, 5 were PhD Students, 2 were Researchers and 1 was
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Table 5.1.: Selected algorithms for user evaluation

List
List1

List2

List3

List4
List5

List6

List7
List8

Algorithm used
No changes to the way the data is prepared for
extraction, i.e. the clean up step implemented by
Dugosija is used. Terms have been extracted by
FiveFilters, Yahoo Content Analysis and Topia. The
original algorithm developed by Darko Dugosija
has been used for analysis.
The way data has been papered for extraction is
changed, according to the description in Section
4.5.1. Terms have been extracted by FiveFilters, Yahoo Content Analysis, AlchemyAPI and TextWise.
The C-value algorithm is used for analysis, together
with the additional weighing factors we introduced.
The way data has been papered for extraction is
changed, according to the description in Section
4.5.1. Terms have been extracted by FiveFilters, Yahoo Content Analysis, AlchemyAPI and TextWise.
CorePhrase algorithm has been used for analysis, together with the additional weighing factors we introduced.
Intersection of the results from C-value(List2) and
CorePhrase(List3) with normalized scores
The way data has been papered for extraction is
changed, according to the description in Chapter
4. Terms have been extracted by FiveFilters, Yahoo Content Analysis and Topia. Modification of
the Dugosija’s algorithm, where a term has been extracted by two or more services
The way data has been papered for extraction is
changed, according to the description in Section
4.5.1. Terms have been extracted by FiveFilters, Yahoo Content Analysis, AlchemyAPI and TextWise.
WordFreq2 algorithm has been used for analysis, together with the additional weighing factors we introduced.
Intersection of the results from List2, List3 and List6
with normalized scores.
Intersection of the results from List2, List3 and List6,
where an interest appears in at least two of the three
lists with normalized scores

Research Assistant. 6 of the users were male and 4 were female.
The user study was conducted in the office of each participant.
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5.3. Personal Interviews
Each user was asked to interact with the system and its features
and discuss their experience. The user study was followed by
asking the users to complete an online survey. Each user study
took approximately 30 minutes.

5.3. Personal Interviews
In the beginning of the study the users were informed that no
personal information is collected and stored and all information
that is collected is from publicly available sources. The users were
asked to enter their first and last name to initiate the publication
downloading process.
After the system had completed the publications collection and
analysis of the data, the users reviewed the results. The results of
the 8 different approaches were presented to the users for evaluation. No information was given to the subjects on how the algorithms worked. The lists were given numbers from 1 to 8, so
they do not reveal how they were generated. The users had to
carefully review each list and discuss its content.
Once this was finished they had to evaluate the other features the
system offered. The categorization of the interests allowed the
users to see a taxonomy tree of their interests. For testing purposes the results from only one list were chosen for categorization. The filtering and highlighting of interests in the publications
list allowed the users to see from which publications the interests
were extracted. Again, only one list was selected for that, because
if all the lists had this feature it would be very confusing for the
users. The evolution of the user’s interests over time showed the
subjects in which years and how many publications they have in
those years that included a particular interest. This feature required the selection of the results of one of the generated lists of
interest. The co-authors page presented the users a list of authors
they cooperated with and a graph of links based on the categories
in which they share common interests. We should point out that
we reviewed some of the publications of the users before the user
study and added some of their co-authors in the database. Otherwise, we could not test that feature. In the similar profiles page
the users were shown authors in the database that have common
interests with the test subject.
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5.3.1. Results
We can now discuss in more detail the results from the user interviews.
User 1 rated List2 as the most accurate and complete list. The subject said that some of the interests have inaccurate score, but this
list showed the best results out of the 8. The user did not like the
categorization feature, because it did not accurately represent the
fields in which he had interests. The user provided some useful
recommendations for possible future features. Since the scientific
contribution of each publication is represented by the number of
times it was cited in other works this should be included in the
publication information. Another recommendation was to have
an evolution based on the number of citations of each interest’s
publications.
User 2 rated List4 as the best out of the 8 presented lists. The
subject did not like the fine grained approach and expressed the
opinion that actual research fields carry more importance. The
user did not like the presented categories and suggested areas of
research. It was recommended to include the source, where the
paper was published (e.g. journal, conference) in the publication
information.
User 3 picked List3. The user liked the ranking of the interests.
The subject found the system to be useful for authors looking for
information on other authors, rather than for an overview of the
personal profile. The user found the publication filtering feature
very useful.
User 4 rated List6 as the most accurate and complete list. This
user wanted to have actual research areas, rather than the shown
categories from the Open Directory Project. The subject said that
the system would be useful for other authors or editors, looking for reviewers. The evolution of the interests was one of the
features the user found particularly useful, since it allowed for
monitoring of the trends and changes over time of the interests.
User 5’s top choice was List4. The subject said that such interests
would not be relevant for the author, to whom they belong, but
rather to another author. The highlighting and evolution features
were recognized as useful also by this user. He did not find the
co-authors graph and the similar profiles features useful.
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5.4. Online Evaluation
User 6 picked List3 as the best. He said that the interests in List1
were completely wrong. The subject also said that the system
would be useful for other authors or journal editors, looking for
reviewers. The user did not find the evolution feature useful. The
tester liked the similar profiles feature in order to find authors to
cooperate with and initiate a contact in person during a conference.
User 7 rated List3 as the best out of the 8 presented lists. The
subject liked that the list is detailed and shows specific interests,
rather than broader research areas. The user liked all the presented features. However, he suggested that a larger database is
necessary.
User 8’s top list was List3. The user suggested that publications
that include many authors should not be used for analysis, because they do not represent a high interest to the author. The
subject liked all the other features.
User 9’s top choice was List2, since it presented the most interests.
However, it was too long. The detailed list of interests was more
important to the user, than a list of research areas. The user said
that the system would be useful for other authors and that the
current database is too small. The subject liked all features.
User 10 rated List7 as the best out of the 8 presented lists. He
emphasized that the fine grained interests are more important
to him, because they are more descriptive than research areas,
which can encompass various interests. The list the user liked
the least was List1, because the presented interests were wrong.
The subject liked all features, especially the publication filtering
and the similar profiles.

5.4. Online Evaluation
In this section we present the results from the online evaluation
of PALM and provide an analysis of the results. The questionnaire was divided in three parts. The first part consisted of general questions, designed to assess the demographics. The second
group of questions were aimed to evaluate the features PALM offers. The third part was designed to determine the usability of the
system. A 5-point Likert scale was used for the most questions in
the second and third sections of the questionnaire.
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5.5. Discussion of Results
The general questions will not be discussed, since the data was
already presented in Section 5.2. We proceed with an analysis of
the results from the second set of questions, regarding the content
and features PALM offers.

Content questions
First the users were asked to rank the presented lists of interests, by evaluating them on completeness and accuracy. Figure
5.1 shows the ranking of the 8 presented lists, based on the user
votes. List3, which is one of the newly developed algorithms, is
voted best by 40% of the users. The second and third best are
again newly developed algorithms, List4 with 40% and List2 with
30% respectively. There is not a clear winner among the lists
for fourth place. List8 is ranked as the fifth best by 30% of the
testers. The users seem to be divided between List6 and List7 as
the 6th ranking list. List7 takes 7th place with 30%. List8 takes 8th
place. It is clear from the figure that List1 (containing results the
from original algorithm, developed by Darko Dugosija) is outperformed by the newly developed algorithms and the modifications to the original algorithm.
Next, we asked the users a set of questions regarding the list, they
ranked as the best.
The first one seeks to determine how accurately the best list the
authors picked ranks the interests. Only 10% of the users found
the weights computed for the interests in that list inaccurate. The
rest were more than satisfied with the result (see Figure 5.2). This
shows that introducing the additional weighing factors improves
the accuracy of the ranking.
50% of the users said that the most representative list still does
not show all of their interests (see Figure 5.3). This can be attributed to several reasons. First, in order to extract user interests
from the publications, only the title, abstract, keywords and tags
are used. Not all publications have abstract and/or keywords
and/or tags. This limits the information from which the interests can be extracted. The fulltext of the publication would provide more insight, however not all publications have a link to it.
The use of the fulltext of the publication would also increase the
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Figure 5.1.: User ranking of the lists

Figure 5.2.: The users’ evaluation of the accuracy of the algorithm

execution time exponentially, since the text that needs processing would be vast. The second reason might be, because the list
presents only the top 50 interests (if that many are extracted).
After that the users were asked to rate the length of the list. 60%
found that it is the right length, while 20% considered it short and
the rest - long (see Figure 5.4). This means that showing up to 50
interests is a good choice.
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Figure 5.3.: The users had to determine wether interests were missing
from the list

Figure 5.4.: The users had to determine wether the length of the lists is
adequate.

The majority of users found the user interest cloud quite useful
(see Figure 5.5). Only 20% disagreed. All of the users are in agreement that this feature would be useful if they were looking up
another author, since they already knew what their own interests
were.
50% of the users were satisfied with the presented list of interests
and only 10% were not (see Figure 5.6). This means that there
may still be a room for improvement of the weighing factors, or
even introducing additional ones.
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Figure 5.5.: The users had to determine wether the list of interests was
useful

Figure 5.6.: The users had to determine wether interests were satisfactory

As seen in Figure 5.7 only 40% of the subjects were satisfied with
the categorization of their interests. This is due to the fact that the
categorization service does not always manage to find a category
for the interest and also, even if an interest has been categorized
it is not always the correct category. Another reason is that some
users wanted to have the interests linked to actual areas of research.
70% of the users found the evolution of the interests useful (see
Figure 5.8). Even at a glance they could identify trends in their
profile over the years.
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Figure 5.7.: The users had to evaluate the categorization feature

Figure 5.8.: The users had to evaluate the evolution feature

Almost everyone was impressed by the similar profiles feature
(see Figure 5.9). However, everyone said that a much larger
database is necessary.
The co-authors graph was not well received by the users. Only
20% found it useful (see Figure 5.10). This was due to the fact that
the categories did not always represent the interests.
50% of the users found that a system with such features would be
useful in their research field (see Figure 5.11). No users disagreed.
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Figure 5.9.: The users had to determine wether interests were missing
from the list

Figure 5.10.: The users had to determine wether the links between an author and his co-authors were useful

We tried to find out if the users would recommend the system to
colleagues. Only 10% of them would not (see Figure 5.12).
The next question included multiple answers and we were interested in how the users would use the system. They were also
given the option to provide an answer of their own. The results
from this question can be seen in Figure 5.13. Some of the answers
the users gave were "Scan other researchers and their interests",
"Find referee for report", "Check the research interests of related
work authors".
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Figure 5.11.: The users had to evaluate the usefulness of the system

Figure 5.12.: The users were asked whether they would recommend the
system

Usability questions
After the users had finished answering the content questions,
they were asked to evaluate the usability of the system.
First, the users were asked how confident they felt when they
used PALM. 90% of the users felt high degree of confidence (see
Figure 5.14). This shows that the interface is well organized and
provides the results in a clear way.
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Figure 5.13.: The users had to list the purpose for using PALM

Figure 5.14.: The users had evaluate their level of confidence when using
PALM

Then they had to evaluate the speed and only 10% were dissatisfied with what PALM offered (see Figure 5.15). Since all the
downloading of the publications and their analysis is done in real
time this is a very good result.
Next, the users had to measure the features the website offered.
It did not meet the expectations of only 10% (see Figure 5.16).
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Figure 5.15.: The users had to evaluate the speed of the website

Figure 5.16.: The users had to determine wether interests were missing
from the list

80% of the subjects indicated that the website was clearly structured and the provided information was clearly presented (see
Figure 5.17).
Only 20% of the users felt that the website lacked in the organization of its content (see Figure 5.18). This may be due to the large
number of lists.
Figure 5.19 shows that 90% of the users found interest highlighting and publication filtering useful. Very small percentage, however, did not. This feature allows the users to clearly see where
exactly the extracted interests come from.
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Figure 5.17.: The users had to evaluate the structure of the system

Figure 5.18.: The users had to evaluate the organization of the system

Since many shapes could be used for representing the publications in the evolution page, the users were asked to vote for or
recommend one. 80% were satisfied with the current choice (see
Figure 5.20). 10% indicated that they were indifferent.
The last two questions of the survey were designed to give the
users the opportunity to tell us if they wanted new features or
if they wanted any specific changes made. The new feature requests were:

• Evolution view should include citation count to represent
impact of the publication
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Figure 5.19.: The users had to evaluate the highlighting feature

Figure 5.20.: The users had to indicate their choice for a shape for the
evolution

• Combination of interest fields with number of citations of
own publications in these fields
• Identify areas of interest where many other people are (not)
interested in.
• Keep Track on other authors, new publication
• Linking only a subset of the co-authors Guided/filtered
search (e.g. restrict the time span, ...)
• Suggestion of keywords related to the ones that come up
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5.6. Empirical results
The changes the users requested were:

• The layout
• Overall organization of the user interface
• In order to achieve real good results a larger data base
would be needed. But the possibilities are clearly pointed
out!

5.6. Empirical results
Apart from the results produced by the user study we also performed an empirical analysis of the interests in the 8 lists using
the IR model effectiveness metrics: precision and recall, together
with their harmonic distribution - F1-score. We can now restate
their definitions to fit our context:

• precision: the percentage of extracted interests that are correct
• recall: the percentage of the correctly extracted interests out
of all interests that are relevant to the author
There are two ways we can measure the precision and recall of
the generated interests:

• Gather people that will manually analyze the publications
of the author and manually generate the list of interests.
• Use author’s CV or other information available on the internet (e.g. LinkedIn1 , ResearchGate2 , author’s university/institution webpage) and compare it against the generated list
of interests.
Both methods are labor intensive, but it is the only way to empirically compare the results and offer a scientific proof for our
findings. We should point out that when someone compiles a
CV or lists their academic interests, they do not provide a fine
grained list, but rather the research areas in which they work or
have interests in. These areas can be broad and encompass myriad of specific interests. This makes the task of analyzing the data

1 http://www.linkedin.com/
2 http://www.researchgate.net/
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and comparing the results generated by the described algorithms
to the CV a very difficult one.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to compare the results in the 8 lists
and we computed the averages for each effectiveness metric. The
results can be seen in Figure 5.21.
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Figure 5.21.: Effectiveness of the interest clouds in terms of precision, recall and F1 score

From the presented results we can see that the average recall measured by the original algorithm (List1) is only 43%, which is a
very low rate, since a large number of the extracted interests are
meaningless due to the cleaning up. When the cleanup process
is ignored the algorithm (List5) can achieve 66.3% recall, which is
a huge improvement, making it possible to measure an F1-score
of almost 72%. However, it is still outperformed by List6, which
includes AlchemyAPI and TextWise and removes Topia from the
analyzers list. This, together with the additional weighing factors
manages to produce even better results by achieving almost 77%
F1-score. The sixth best results are achieved by List2 (which uses
the C-value method) with measured recall of 81% and precision
of 89%. By a very small margin this algorithm is outperformed by
List8 (intersection of List2, List3, List6 where an interest appears
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5.6. Empirical results
in at least two of the three lists) in terms of recall. According to
our empirical measurements the best results are achieved in List4
(intersection of the results produced by the C-value method and
CorePhrase) with recall rate of almost 85%. This shows that we
have managed to almost double the recall rate of the interests
generated by Dogsija’s method (List1) by ignoring the cleanup,
replacing inadequate term extractors, implementing new term
weighing algorithms and taking into account additional factors
in the scoring process.
Apart from comparing the effectiveness of the generated user interests we also wanted to measure how successful we are in the
implemented optimizations (parallelization of the processes using multiCurl). Measurements taken before the introduction of
this approach and after showed that the new system can perform
the tasks of the old one about 30% faster.
The MySQL queries have been optimized as well and now fetching the list of authors in the database takes only 156ms, instead
of the initially measured 60s using Dugosija’s queries.

5.6.1. User evaluation versus empirical evaluation
Comparison of the results (see Figure 5.22) acquired from the user
study and the empirical analysis differ in the ranking of the lists.
The different results between the two approaches also confirmed
findings from the studies conducted by Pu et. al. [28] (although
in different context), where they compare the quality of user experience with performance measured precision and recall. Beel
et. al. [16] also observe such discrepancies. These results are
due to the fact that a person does not always manage to list all
research interests and each author has a different approach for
listing those intersects. Some may list very broad research areas, others complex sentences containing information from various fields, yet others can provide more specific information, e.g.
keywords. Therefore, it is impossible to directly compare the results produced by the implemented algorithms to the interests acquired by analysis of the author’s CV. Also, the user study only
allowed us to evaluate which list presented the most relevant interests to the author. Due to these subtle differences in the evaluation approaches, based on the F1-score the top ranking list is
List4 and not List3, which according to 40% of the users provides
the best results. List8 and List5 rank among the middle in both
evaluation approaches, although their positions are reversed in
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the empirical case. Not surprisingly, both methods of evaluation
rank List1 as the worst.
User Evaluation

Empirical Evaluation

List3

List4

List4

List7

List2

List3

List5

List8

List8

List5

List6

List2

List7

List6

List1

List1

Figure 5.22.: Comparison of the ranking of the interest lists from the user
evaluation and the empirical analysis

5.7. Discussion
The results of the user study show that the new algorithms produce better results than the original one. This is supported by
the empirical evaluation of the results produced by each list. The
final list of interests were also greatly affected by choosing more
suitable term extraction services and taking into account additional factors in the scoring process. The newly implemented features provide a more detailed overview of the author’s profile.
However, some of the results indicate that a proper author name
disambiguation has to be implemented, because sometimes there
is more than one author with the same name, which would cause
inaccuracies in the publications and interests. The categorizations
of the interests, although a valuable and well received new feature, did not properly reflect the interests. This problem could be
resolved if there existed a thesaurus with all the scientific terms
and the fields they are used in. The subjects found the highlighting of the interests in the publications a very useful tool for filtering. More authors need to be added to the database to provide
more data for the similar profiles feature. The redesigned evolution model provides more details, which allows for identifying
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5.7. Discussion
trends and changes in the user interests. The interest relations between an author and his co-authors was not as well received, as
we hoped for, since the presented categories did not accurately
portray the areas in which the author has interests in. Unfortunately, this can only be fixed if there exist a database containing
all possible research areas and the specific terminology used.
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Chapter 6 Conclusion and Future work
In this chapter we provide a conclusion to our work with a summary of the achievements of our solution. At the end of the chapter we give some recommendations for possible future improvements.

6.1. Conclusion
This master thesis focused on improving the results generated
by the system, developed by Darko Dugosija. This was necessary to increase the relevance and accuracy of the author interests,
which are extracted from scientific publications. The substantial
changes to the architecture introduced optimization to all system
processes. By modifying the old data cleaning process the term
extraction services managed to produce only terms that actually
appear in the publications in their extracted form. As a result
of our approach the system can now perform its most important
task - produce accurate and relevant user interests. This is viable
for the lifelong learner modeling process, since authors can now
use that information for reflection and to support them in their
professional growth.
The two newly implemented term weighting algorithms allowed
us to empirically compare the results from the analyzers chosen
by Dogosija and WordFreq. This, together with the many term
weighing factors allowed us to produce more accurate interest
ranking, which was confirmed during the user evaluation. This
allowed for identification of the most important interests of the
author, as well as which interests are currently the focus of the
author’s research.
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The results from the user evaluation showed that the improved
evolution of the interests provides more details and insight into
the user’s profile. Authors can now benefit from this by identifying trends and changes in their interests in the long term. In
accordance with the lifelong learner modeling goals this facilitates self monitoring, reflection and provides means for planning
in their research endeavors.
The categorization of the interests provided more structure and a
more generalized representation of the interests. Users can now
identify in which areas and subfields they have interests. The category tree provides support in the self-monitoring and reflection
process.
The grouping of the co-authors was not well received by the
users, because of the inaccurate categories. As explained in Chapter 4, in order to provide real research areas we need thesaurus
or an ontology describing the relations between the interest and
the field it is part of. However, having such a graph allows the
authors to seek more cooperation with their peers and provide
means for self reflection and planning their research goals.
An important new feature is identifying authors with similar profiles, which allowed the users to find peers with similar interests
and motivate them to initiate a contact and seek cooperation with
those peers. Thus, supporting them in achieving professional
long term goals.
We were also successful in optimizing the system and make it
possible to produce the results considerably faster than the old
one.

6.2. Future work
Even though we made improvements to PALM, which managed
to considerably improve the results and provide some more details to the users, there are still some aspects that could be the
focus of possible future work.
At present PALM considers only publications in Latin languages
for interest extraction since English is the langueage used by the
analyzers. A language detector can be used for publication filtering that allows only publications in particular languages to be
used for the generation of the interests.
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The evaluation showed that users preferred academic fields to
those provided by TextWise. A better categorization tool should
be adopted, which could provide real research fields.
Another evolution model can be used, based on the publication’s
citations to describe the importance of the work in the scientific
community.
In order to export the learner model to the Personal Learning Environment (PLEM) at RWTH Aachen the exported user profile
has to conform to the structure of the PLEM data model.
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Appendix D CD Contents
The attached CD includes the following content:

• Master thesis
• Source code of PALM
• PALM installation instructions
• Instructions for updating the API keys
• Raw data from the user evaluation

